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Abstract
A simple design suitable to produce spectral wedges is described. 
Examples are shown.

Introduction
Creating a thin film that reflects the visible spectrum with narrow 
bandwidth for each wavelength will produce a rainbow. Macleod (SVC 
2007 Fall Bulletin) described how to design dichroic filters for visual 
applications. The usual film combinations provide a rather wide reflec-
tion zone. The colors generated are not very specific. When the band-
width of the reflection zone is reduced to about 25 to 45 nm the colors 
are vivid for filters designed to reflect more than 80%. Film combina-
tions that include ¾ wave thick layers in the visible can be used. The 
problem with dichroics is that light is freely transmitted through the 
glass substrate in both directions. Painting the rear surface black solves 
this. That was the state of the art 20 years ago. Figure 1 is an example of 
this.

Figure 1. Soft film 7 layer dichroic deposited on a 6” square glass.

Examination of the color sequence shows the ¾ wave nature. There 
is a magenta film. The rainbow needs to be placed fairly high in a room 
if reflected objects (as shown) are objectionable. That way you see the 
ceiling.

The law of Reflection makes it so.

A New Approach
The following is the design of three material filters that transmit little 
light with bandwidths that are appropriate for spectral wedges. Inconel® 
is used to absorb much of the light and it is included in three layers to 
selectively interfere. Optimizing layer thicknesses for the targeted band-
width for an area of the wedge gives the color values needed to get the 
performance. The dielectric films are now hard oxide materials, typically 
quartz and tantalum pentoxide. An ion source is used during deposition 
to stabilize the process. Details will be discussed at the upcoming SVC 
Technical Conference (Santa Clara, CA, May 9-14, 2009).

The design is optimized for high reflection of a single color filter in 
the yellow-green.

The blocking is extended to 390nm on the low wavelength side and 
750nm on the high wavelength side to accommodate the variation in 
thickness for reflecting the diverse colors across the plate or panel. The 
substrate is held in a double rotation fixture to coat with a uniform color 
about 18” above the source.

Figure 2. The spectral reflectance for a 16 layer film.

Design (nm): INC 31 TAV 111 INC 13 TAV 132 QTZ 91 TAV 70 
QTZ 85 TAV 77.5 QTZ 79 TAV 71 QTZ 91 TAV 131 QTZ 112.5 INC 
12.5 TAV 60 QTZ 108.

The first three layers provide a dark mirror base. Layers 4 through 
12 are optimized for the bandpass. The metal layer at #13 acts to make a 
filter etalon and the end layers add efficiency. TAV is Ta2O5  (n~1.9) and 
QTZ is SiO2. More information will be provided at the conference.

Wedges 
A glass or metal plate situated above the e-beam source at about a fixed 
25 degree angle will coat with a spectral wedge. The thickness of the 
basic filter is shifted by a ratio to position the colors on the substrate as 
desired. All of the layers should come from a single e-beam source in 
order to provide proportionality across the substrate.

The violet and deep red areas are weakly reflected. The filter shows 
better reflection with an aluminum sheeting substrate. The thickness 
used is 0.002”. Foil works well also, but it requires a stiffener attached to 
the back and it is easy to tear.
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Figure 3. A glass wedge filter.

Panel Coatings
Large panels of the aluminum sheeting may be positioned on the door 
of the 48” chamber. The coating is applied with no shutter since it is 
ineffective. The design is adjusted to make the red reflection the thick-
est for the most complete color gamut.

Wrinkles in the foil add character to the art. The corrugated surface 
destroys the image quality without altering the colors significantly. This 
allows the “picture” to be hung anywhere. Variations in the design can 
favor the violet, but red colors will be weaker. The resulting panels are 
just as appealing. An example is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. The filter deposited on .002” Al sheeting.

Further Work on Reflection Filters
Reflection filters with more layers have been designed for scientific 
applications. This approach to a reflection filter optimized for large 
angles can yield filters that have less polarization than transmissive 
filters.

Conclusion
Spectral rainbows are fairly simple to make with the right equipment 
and some experimentation. 
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David Cushing

Figure 5. Panel coating. The size is 42” by 22”.
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